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THE story is repeated in IT shops worldwide. Last year’s
hope that “things will settle down after Y2K” has

been replaced with the battle cry “e-business is now and
we’re behind the curve!” IT managers are constantly being
asked to achieve greater results with fewer resources in less
time and with a squeezed budget. As a result, IT project man-
agement (PM) tools have gained an increasingly prominent
role as a way to help managers do
more with less staff without losing
their marbles.

Vendors have responded to this
increased demand for IT project
management with a new breed of PM
tools that promises to increase project
management and reporting while
simplifying the project manager’s job.
Unfortunately, this has also resulted in
a fragmentation in the market, with
vendors specializing in Customer
Relationship Management (CRM)
tools, Rapid Application Development
(RAD) tools, resource management
systems, and traditional project man-
agement tools. In this article, I will cut
through some of the hype surrounding
this new breed of PM tools and focus on the ways that
these tools help (or fail to help) project managers in
today’s fast-paced environment.

NEW IT PROJECT MANAGEMENT
APPLICATIONS

The new breed of IT project management tools seeks to
combine the traditional three S’s of project management —
scope, scheduling, and status — with the power of the

Internet. For example, status reporting on project progress
has historically been paper-based and dependent on the
project manager updating the project plan and distributing
these revisions to the team. The new generation of tools per-
mits team members to update status for their assigned tasks,
with the updates being automatically incorporated into the
project plan. Team members and managers may also check

project status in real-time through
their web browser, without the need
for project manager intervention. In
addition, web-based collaboration
and messaging components open the
lines of communication between team
members, improving efficiency.

The current reality in IT is that at any
given time, there are several projects
underway with several more being
evaluated for consideration. As a result,
there is an increasing recognition that
large IT shops must manage a “port-
folio” of projects. Previously, the
Work-Breakdown-Structure (WBS)
for each of these projects would be
managed individually in a tool like
Microsoft Project. In circumstances

where multiple projects shared resources, the responsibility
fell to the project manager to negotiate and coordinate these
arrangements. This resource allocation process works fine in
smaller organizations with few projects and a centrally located
staff. (If anyone can find that organization today, please let
me know!) Today, however, IT organizations are called upon
to actively manage multiple projects simultaneously. Staff
shortages demand closer coordination and resource sharing
across projects. Tight budgets demand tighter controls to
prevent project delays and cost overruns. The “portfolio”
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approach to IT project management is an attempt to look beyond
the details of the single project and recognize the relationships
between projects. New project management tools provide a method
for sharing information and resources between several projects.

Larger, more complex projects, tighter budgets and timeframes
need powerful tools. Integrated project management products
like Artemis, Primavera, and Niku Portfolio Manager (formerly
known as ABT Project Workbench, but recently acquired by
Niku Corporation) have a well-established reputation as the
top-shelf integrated project management tools. These tools are
best suited to large scale, long-term pro-
jects with sizeable project teams. The
planning and implementation on these
high-end tools becomes a project itself. At
the other end of the spectrum, most project
managers have established a love/hate
relationship with earlier iterations of
Microsoft Project (4.0, 5.0, 98...). In no
time at all, a project manager can install
MS Project, create a WBS plan for an indi-
vidual project, establish dependencies, and
create simple reports. The simplicity of
MS Project makes it easy to organize
smaller projects, but it can be used for
larger endeavors, too. I have used MS
Project in client offices to organize and
manage projects as complex as a statewide,
3,000-user thin-client application rollout.
While MS Project is great for organizing the individual project,
the challenges come in having more than one person updating a
project plan and in sharing information between project plans.

A NEW TIER OF TOOLS

A new, middle-tier of project management tools has emerged to
bridge the gap between the larger, more complicated tools like
Niku Portfolio Manager or Primavera and the simpler, single
project tools like MS Project 98 (and its predecessors). These
products include PlanView, InVision 4.1 (SME Corporation),
Changepoint, Project Office (Pacific Edge), Elabor, Oracle
Projects, and MS Project 2000. The table in Figure 1 provides a
representative list of these products and their web sites. To vary-
ing degrees, each of these products leverage the power of the
Internet in ways that are meaningful and valuable to IT project
managers. Each combine traditional project management features
with new features including web-based reporting, web-based
collaboration tools, centralized project repositories and a project
portfolio perspective. Some, like eLabor, offer their product
through an Application Service Provider (ASP) delivery model in
which customers run the software from eLabor servers over the
Internet. These products differentiate themselves from each other
by concentrating on one set of features or another. Some, like
InVision or Project Office, utilize MS Project as the underlying
project engine and expand the reach of MS Project from the single
project perspective to the enterprise. With the addition of MS
Project Central, Microsoft, too, has recognized the demand for
simplified collaboration and reporting. Project Central is a web-
based (MS Internet Information Server) tool that allows project

managers, team members and executives to share information
about product schedules and tasks, and to share information over
the corporate intranet.

In each case, the real strength of the middle-tier tools is the
application of “new” features to the traditional three S’s of project
management — scope, schedule, and status.

Scope
Although everyone agrees that excellent planning is the key to

excellent results, time pressures and the demands of existing pro-
jects often lead team members to feel that
there is no time to plan. The age-old fact
remains that time spent planning saves time
in execution and can help avoid having to
re-do work. The new generation of PM
tools helps in this regard by providing a
central repository for project information
and project plans. Rather than asking a project
team to “reinvent the wheel” by defining
the scope for a new project from scratch,
the central repository allows the team to
identify other projects similar to the one
under consideration. Once identified, the
team can concentrate on the differences and
unique aspects of the new project, while at
the same time having work estimates based
on the actual results of the previous project
instead of the “best guesses” of the team

members. In addition, the central repository becomes a library of
best practices for different IT projects and can provide a common
methodology for project definition and planning. More efficient
planning leads to a clearer, more accurate scope definition that can
save time and money in implementation.

Scheduling
The critical success factor in scheduling is the ability to bring the

“right” resources to bear on a task at the right time. Many of the
middle-tier PM tools include resource-scheduling features found
previously only in products like ABT and Primavera. These
resource-scheduling features require that IT resources, both internal
and external, be defined in a common resource pool. Project
managers can search for potential team members based on technical
skills, geographic locations and/or availability. Once identified,
team members can be selected and assigned to project tasks within
the same tool. In most cases, this search, selection and task assign-
ment is handled in a browser interface. Team members are notified
of their new assignments and must actively accept or reject the
assignment. The project manager receives notification of that
acceptance through the same interface. The major improvement over
simpler PM systems is the ability to view resource commitments
across several projects and to establish relative priorities for projects
in the portfolio.

Status
“So, how’s the project going?” If project managers had a nickel

for every time they were asked that question, how many project
managers do you think would have already retired? Everyone is
interested in the project status. Customers need to know when their
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business needs will be met. Managers need
to know if the schedule and the budget will
be met. Depending on the WBS, team
members need to know when some tasks
are completed so that they may begin work
on the next tasks. A great advancement from
the newer PM tools is the ability for managers
and team members to answer questions
themselves. Web-based reporting and up-to-
the-minute status keep all team members
informed. Even more valuable from the
project manager’s perspective, this status
update is not dependent on the project
manager creating and distributing a report.
Instead, as team members complete
assignments and update their task lists, the
project plan is also automatically updated.
All interested (and authorized) parties
have access to up-to-the-minute status at
any time.

While this completely real-time status
scenario sounds great, the age-old principle
of “garbage in = garbage out” still applies.
The accuracy of the status depends on the
frequency and accuracy of the updates. One
concern that I have encountered with using
technological tools is that the technology
can sometimes become an obstacle to
communication between project managers
and team members. One practical role of the
project manager has been to remain in close
contact with team members, to monitor
progress and to convince or coerce progress
from lagging members of the team. Human
nature presents a risk with the present set of
technology-based tools. The team member
who is behind can “hide” behind the tool
and delay updates. If the project manager
depends primarily on the tool, it is possible
that first contact to the lagging team
member will be to update the status, not to
check on the progress of the project. The
lesson here is that, even with increasingly
sophisticated collaboration tools, the project
manager must remain focused on managing

the project to successful completion and not
become a slave to updating the tool.

The new generation of middle-tier project
management tools can help IT project
managers address the chronic concerns for
any IT project. These tools facilitate com-
munication through more comprehensive
use of email and web-based messaging.
Web interfaces and communication tools
join geographically separate team members
and allow the creation of “virtual teams”
without regard to physical distances.
Real-time project updates provide valuable

information to team members on their
schedule, without the need for project
manager intervention. A central repository
for project information permits organizations
to save copies of past project successes to
create a best practices library, providing
new efficiencies in project definition and
estimation. The cornerstone for all of these
advancements is the project manager. In
today’s hectic IT environment, project
managers need stronger, more responsive
tools to accomplish more with fewer
resources. New web-based project man-
agement products offer powerful features
previously found only in much more
complicated and expensive systems.
Ultimately, however, the success of the
project depends on the team’s use of the
tool. Better products can never replace the
project manager; the products can only help
him work more effectively.  
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Primavera TeamPlay www.primavera.com
Niku Portfolio Manager www.niku.com
Artemis www.artemispm.com
Scitor www.scitor.com
PlanView www.planview.com
eLabor www.elabor.com
InVision 4 www.smecorporation.com
Changepoint www.changepoint.com
Project Office 2 www.pacificedge.com
Oracle Projects www.oracle.com
MS Project 2000 with Project Central www.microsoft.com/office/project

FIGURE 1: SELECTED PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS


